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I point out that there were not even any sharks.
That, he alleges, is because someone was going to swim
the Straits with the aid, not of a dolphin, but some new,
patent device. The British Fleet had destroyed all the
sharks with the aid of under-water dynamite and sub-
marines.
I remark that that is very kind of the British Fleet. But he
says: No! It was because an admiral or the First Lord of
the Admiralty or a great newspaper proprietor or a multi-
millionaire chain-store grocer had ordered or begged or
bribed the Naval Authority to destroy the sharks because
he had a financial interest in the patent and wanted it to
have plenty of publicity.
That is the way Natural History gets written and the world
re-made fit for war. Because, of course, we Nordics love the
captains of our Pinafores and do not like it to be asserted
that they or the civilians who are in authority should be
accused of venality by dirty foreigners. I was, at any rate,
made very sad.
§
I was left so sad that I refused for a long time to land on the
Rock with its populations of scorpions and baboons. It is a
queer, lunatically cosmopolitan, pretty little door-mat of a
place that greets you below the portal of the Road to
India. It is so narrow on its strip of beach that the Rock
itself seems to be always trying to thrust it into the Mediter-
ranean and so filled with monuments to half-forgotten
sea-battles that to walk its narrow streets is to be presented
with an epitome of the lugubrious under-side of the progress
of humanity towards lunacy. . . . And, having seen it
once or twice I did not want to see it again, and so I told my
party. I said that foully unchanging and unchangingly foul
as was the cooking on our boat, I did not believe that you
could find anything better to eat in that fragment of Southern
rock held by the iron claws of rny Nordic fellow-countrymen.
. . . And, though I was over-persuaded, it did prove im-
possible to find a decent-looking restaurant in all Gibraltar.
The last time I had eaten there had been in the mess of my

